We provide a description of unlabelled enumeration techniques, with complete proofs, for graphs that can be canonically obtained by substituting 2-pole networks for the edges of core graphs. Using structure theorems for toroidal and projectiveplanar graphs containing no K 3,3 -subdivisions, we apply these techniques to obtain their unlabelled enumeration.
Introduction
We are interested in non-planar (finite, simple) graphs that can be embedded on the torus or the projective plane. By Kuratowski's theorem [10] , a graph G is planar if and only if it contains no subdivision of K 5 or of K 3,3 , and, by Wagner's theorem [14] , a graph G is planar if and only if it has no minor isomorphic to K 5 or K 3,3 . Here, we restrict our attention to the graphs with no K 3,3 -subdivisions. Since K 3,3 is a 3-regular graph, it is possible to see that the graphs with no K 3,3 -subdivisions are precisely the graphs with no K 3,3 -minors. Therefore we may refer to them as to K 3,3 -free graphs. Characterizations of K 3,3 -free toroidal graphs in terms of forbidden minors and forbidden subdivisions are given by Gagarin, Myrvold and Chambers in [6, 7] .
In [4] and [5] , we have established structure theorems characterizing the classes of non-planar K 3,3 -free 2-connected projective-planar graphs (denoted by F ) and toroidal graphs (denoted by T ) in terms of a special substitutional operation G ↑ N , where 2-pole networks of a given class N are substituted for the edges of graphs from a class G.
Moreover, we have used these structure theorems to enumerate the labelled graphs in F and in T .
In the present paper we concentrate on the more difficult problem of their unlabelled enumeration. Our approach is based on Walsh's method [16] for the unlabelled enumeration of three-connected and homeomorphically irreducible two-connected graphs, together with species theory techniques. The paper is organized as follows. The techniques and theorems are presented in Sections 2 to 5. The proofs of the main results appear in Section 6. In Section 2, we recall the definition of the composition operation G ↑ N and review the structure theorems of [4] and [5] for 2-connected non-planar K 3,3 -free projective-planar and toroidal graphs.
In Section 3, we introduce what we call the Walsh index series of classes of graphs and networks. These are similar to the cycle index series of graphs except that the edge cycles induced by graph automorphisms are also taken into account. We first give their basic properties, in particular, the enumerative formulas related to classes of structures of the form G ↑ N , and then proceed with their formal definitions.
In section 4 we calculate the necessary Walsh index series for the projective-planar and toroidal cores. These are the basic graphs into which planar networks are substituted to form the graphs in F and T . There is an infinite family H of toroidal cores, called toroidal crowns, whose Walsh series involves matching polynomials for paths and cycles and an extension of the substitution formulas for G ↑ N -structures to the case where G represents graph structures with two sorts of edges.
Some numerical results are given in Section 5. In particular the number of unlabelled toroidal crowns and of toroidal cores according to the number of vertices and edges is given, up to 64 vertices. However, the enumeration of unlabelled non-planar 2-connected K 3,3 -free projective-planar or toroidal graphs requires the computation of some enumerative series for planar networks which are still unknown in general. Results for small sizes can be obtained by generating these networks by hand or by computer algorithms. Tables 2  and 3 cover unlabelled non-planar 2-connected K 3,3 -free projective-planar graphs on up to 9 vertices and non-projective-planar toroidal graphs on up to 12 vertices.
Finally, in Section 6, we provide complete and detailed proofs of the basic enumerative formulas, in particular Theorems 3 and 4 below. This involves redefining the Walsh series W G and the tilde generating series G, for the unlabelled enumeration of G, in terms of labelled enumeration of associated structures consisting of pairs (G, σ), where G is in G and σ is an automorphism of G, with weights, in a typical species theory way. In other words, we transform the desired formulas into equations between exponential generating functions of classes of labelled structures. These formulas are then much easier to establish.
Decomposition and structure theorems
By convention, the graph K 2 is considered as a 2-connected (non-separable) graph in this paper. A 2-pole network (or simply a network ) is a connected graph N with two distinguished vertices 0 and 1, such that the graph N ∪ 01 is 2-connected, where the notation N ∪ ab is used for the graph obtained from N by adding the edge ab if it is not already there. The vertices 0 and 1 are called the poles of N, and all the other vertices of N are said to be internal.
We define an operator τ acting on 2-pole networks, N → τ · N, which interchanges the poles 0 and 1. A class N of networks is called symmetric if N ∈ N ⇒ τ · N ∈ N . Definition. Let G be a class of graphs and N be a symmetric class of networks. We denote by G ↑ N the class of pairs of graphs (G, G 0 ), such that 1. the graph G 0 is in G (G 0 is called the core), 2. the vertex set V (G 0 ) is a subset of V (G), 3 . there exists a family {N e : e ∈ E(G 0 )} of networks in N (called the components)
such that the graph G can be obtained from G 0 by substituting N e for each edge e ∈ E(G 0 ), identifying the poles of N with the extremities of e according to some orientation.
An example of a (G ↑ N )-structure (G, G 0 ), with G = P 4 , the class of path-graphs of order 4, and N is the class of all networks, is given in Figure 1 .
We say that the composition G ↑ N is canonical if for any structure (G, G 0 ) ∈ G ↑ N , the core G 0 ∈ G is uniquely determined by the graph G. In this case, we can identify G ↑ N with the class of resulting graphs G.
A network N is called strongly planar if the graph N ∪ 01 is planar. Denote by N P the class of strongly planar networks. In [4] we prove the following structure theorem for projective-planar graphs with no K 3,3 -subdivisions whose proof is based on structural results of [3] .
Theorem 1 ([4])
The class F of 2-connected, non-planar, K 3,3 -free and projective-planar graphs is characterized by the relation
the composition being canonical.
In order to describe a similar result of [5] for toroidal graphs, we need the following definitions. Given two disjoint K 5 -graphs, the graph obtained by identifying an edge of one of the K 5 's with an edge of the other is called an M-graph (see Figure 2 (i)), and, when the edge of identification is deleted, an M * -graph (see Figure 2 (ii)). A network obtained from K 5 by selecting two poles 0 and 1 among the vertices and by removing the edge 01 is called a K 5 \e-network (see Figure 3(i) ).
Denote by C i , i ≥ 3, a cycle graph on i vertices. A toroidal crown H is a graph obtained from a cycle C i , i ≥ 3, by substituting K 5 \e-networks for some edges of C i in such a way that no two unsubstituted edges of C i are adjacent in H (see Figure 3 (ii)).
Denote by H the class of toroidal crowns.
A toroidal core is defined as either K 5 , an M-graph, an M * -graph, or a toroidal crown. Denote by T C the class of toroidal cores. In other words,
The following structure theorem is the basic result of [5] , obtained by refining the structural and algorithmic results of [3] .
The Walsh index series of species of graphs and networks
A species is a class C of labelled combinatorial structures (for example, graphs) which is closed under isomorphism. Each combinatorial structure has an underlying set (for example, the vertex set of a graph), and any isomorphism is induced by a relabelling along a bijection between the underlying sets. Examples of species arise from classes of graphs which are closed under isomorphism and also from classes of networks, where the underlying set of a network consists of its internal vertices. A species C is said to be weighted if each structure s of C is assigned a weight w(s) taken from a commutative ring such that the weight function s −→ w(s) is invariant under isomorphism. For example, given a graph G, we can define the weight w 0 (G) = y m , where m = |E(G)| is the number of edges in G and y is a formal variable acting as an edge counter.
We write C = C w to denote a weighted species C with weight function w. Given a weighted species C = C w , we use two generating functions corresponding to the weighted enumeration of labelled and unlabelled C-structures: the exponential generating function
where C[n] denotes the set of all C-structures with underlying set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} (labelled structures) and where, for a weighted set S, the total weight |S| w is defined by
and the ordinary generating function
where C[n]/∼ denotes the set of isomorphism classes of structures in C[n] (unlabelled structures), often called the tilde generating function. For example, for a species G of graphs weighted by the function w 0 (G) = y m , the generating functions (3) and (4) take the following form:
with g n (y) = m≥0 g n,m y m , where g n,m is the number of graphs in G over the set [n] of vertices and having m edges, and
withg n (y) = m≥0g n,m y m , whereg n,m is the number of isomorphism classes of graphs in G having n vertices and m edges.
Similarly, for a species N of 2-pole networks weighted by the function w 0 (N) = y m , the generating functions (3) and (4) take the form:
with ν n (y) = m≥0 ν n,m y m , where ν n,m is the number of networks in N over a set of n internal vertices and having m edges, and
withν n (y) = m≥0ν n,m y m , whereν n,m is the number of unlabelled networks from N having n internal vertices and m edges. Note that unlabelled 2-pole networks are isomorphism classes of networks, where any isomorphism ϕ : N− →N ′ is assumed to be pole preserving, i.e. ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(1) = 1. In particular, any automorphism of a network N should be pole-preserving.
We say that a species N of networks is symmetric if the opposite network τ · N of any network N in N is also in N , where the opposite network τ · N of a network N is obtained by interchanging the poles 0 and 1 of N. We also need to consider the subclass N τ of N consisting of τ -symmetric networks, that is, networks N such that τ · N is isomorphic to N.
Suppose we are given a species G of graphs and a symmetric species N of networks. In [4] we have shown, following Walsh [15] , how to compute the exponential generating function (G ↑ N )(x, y). In fact, we have
Note that isomorphisms of (G ↑ N )-structures (G, G 0 ) are defined as core-preserving graph isomorphisms. In the present paper we describe and extend the method of Walsh [16] 
Proposition 2 Let N be a species of networks. Then the following series identities hold:
Denote by
and by
Then we have the following basic theorem.
Theorem 3 Let G be a species of graphs and N be a symmetric species of networks.Then the Walsh index series of the species G ↑ N is given by
As a corollary, we obtain the generating function (G ↑ N )˜(x, y). This is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4 Given a species G of graphs and a symmetric species N of networks, the generating function
(G ↑ N )˜(x, y) of unlabelled (G ↑ N )-structures is given by (G ↑ N )˜(x, y) = W G (x, x 2 , . . . ; N (x, y), N (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . ; N τ (x, y), N τ (x 2 , y 2 ), . .
.). (17)
We now proceed to the formal definition of the Walsh index series W G (a; b; c) for a species G of graphs. Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a graph in G. A permutation σ of V (G) which is an automorphism of the graph G, induces a permutation σ (2) of the set E(G) of edges whose cycles are of two possible sorts: if c is a cycle of σ Let Aut(G) denote the set of automorphisms of G. For σ ∈ Aut(G), denote by σ k the number of cycles of length k of the permutation σ, by cyl k (G, σ) the number of cylindrical edge cycles of length k of G induced by σ, and by möb k (G, σ) the number of Möbius edge cycles of length k of G induced by σ. Given a graph G ∈ G and an automorphism σ of G, we define the weight w(G, σ) of such a structure as the following cycle index monomial: 
where the notation G∈Typ(G) means that the summation should be taken over a set of representatives G of the isomorphism classes of graphs in G.
We now define the Walsh index series W + N and W − N of a species N of 2-pole networks. Let σ ∈ S[U] be a permutation of the underlying set U of a 2-pole network N. We can extend σ to two permutations on U ∪ {0, 1}, σ + = (0)(1)σ and σ − = (0, 1)σ. If N is a 2-pole network of N with internal vertices U, denote byN the corresponding graph on U ∪ {0, 1}. Then we denote by
and
Remark that Aut + (N) = Aut(N). For N ∈ N [U] and σ ∈ Aut + (N), we assign the weight
and for N ∈ N [U] and σ ∈ Aut − (N), we set
In other words, only the internal vertex cycles are accounted for.
Definition 2 For a species of networks N , we define the Walsh index series W
Let B be a species of 2-connected graphs containing K 2 . Denote by B 0,1 the species of 2-pole networks that are obtained from the graphs of B by removing an edge and by relabelling the extremities 0 and 1 in one or two possible ways. For example, for the class K 5 of complete graph with five vertices, we obtain the class (K 5 ) 0,1 of K 5 \e-networks. Also denote by N B the class of networks obtained by taking all networks in B 0,1 except the trivial network 1 1 consisting of two isolated vertices 0 and 1, and networks of the form N ∪ 01, where N ∈ B 0,1 . Note that for the labelled enumeration, we have (see [4] and the proof of Proposition 3 in Section 6)
and 
Walsh index series for toroidal cores
Here we calculate the necessary Walsh index series for the toroidal and projective-planar cores of Theorems 1 and 2. These index series will be used later to count the unlabelled toroidal and projective-planar graphs with no K 3,3 's by using Theorem 4. First, let us consider the projective-planar and toroidal core graph K 5 . Its Walsh index series is given in the following proposition.
The corresponding K 5 \e-network has the following Walsh index series, using (28):
Proposition 5 The toroidal core graph M has the following Walsh index series
[a 
and the toroidal core graph M * has the Walsh index series 
To obtain the Walsh index series W H of the class H of toroidal crowns, we will use a variant of Theorem 3 where the K 5 \e-networks are substituted into some edges of a cycle C n (n ≥ 3) selected in such a way that no pair of unsubstituted edges are adjacent. In other words, the unsubstituted edges should form a matching of C n .
Recall that a matching µ of a finite graph G is a set of pair-wise disjoint edges of G. We introduce the homogeneous matching polynomial of G as
where M(G) is the set of matchings of G and m = |E(G)|. In particular, we have the homogeneous matching polynomials U n (y, z) = M Pn (y, z) and T n (y, z) = M Cn (y, z), where P n denotes the path graph and C n , the cycle graph over the set of vertices V = {1, 2, . . . , n} (see [5] , [8] ). They satisfy the recurrence relations
for n ≥ 3, with the initial values U 1 (y, z) = 1, U 2 (y, z) = y + z and T 1 (y, z) = z, T 2 (y, z) = 2yz + z 2 . A useful convention is to also set U 0 (y, z) = 1/z. Notice that (37) and (38) are then also valid for n = 2. These polynomials can also be computed by using their generating functions:
The ordinary generating function for the homogeneous matching polynomials U n (y, z) and T n (y, z) of paths and cycles, respectively, are given by
Given a graph G = (V, E) with a matching µ, the edges are partitioned into two sorts, say Y and Z, depending on their membership in µ (sort Y ) or not (sort Z). Let G m denote the species of matched graphs, that is of pairs (G, µ) , where G is a graph in G and µ is a matching of G. Isomorphisms of matched graphs are matching-preserving graph isomorphisms. Let N be a species of 2-pole networks. We denote G m ↑ Z N the class of graphs obtained by substituting networks of N into the edges of sort Z, i.e. the edges not belonging to the matching µ of the graph G. Our goal is to compute the Walsh index series W G m ↑ Z N of a class of graphs of the form G m ↑ Z N . In order to do this, we introduce an extension W m G of the Walsh index series to the matched graphs as follows. Notice that an automorphism σ of a matched graph (G, Let w µ (σ) denote the following cycle index monomial:
where cyl k,Y (σ), möb k,Y (σ), cyl k,Z (σ) and möb k,Z (σ) denote the number of cylindrical and Möbius edge cycles of length k and of sort Y or Z, respectively. Then we set
where Fix m (σ) denotes the set of matchings µ of G which are fixed by σ. The following result can be seen as a corollary of Theorem 3. Recall the plethystic notation (14) and (15) 
Our main application of Proposition 7 is in the case where G = C = n≥3 C n and N = K 5 \e. Indeed, by definition, for the species H of toroidal crowns, we have
Thus we need to compute the extended Walsh series W 
Proof. Assume that the vertex set of P n is [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and that the edges are of the form {i, i + 1} for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. Then Aut(P n ) = {id, τ }, where id is the identity mapping of [n] and τ is the reflection (1, n)(2, n − 1) . . .. For the identity mapping, any matching µ is left fixed and the edges of sort Y (i.e. in µ) become cylindrical cycles of length 1, counted by b 1 , and the edges of sort Z give rise to cycles counted by β 1 . This gives the first term 1 2 a n 1 U n (b 1 , β 1 ). The second term corresponds to τ -symmetric matchings. These are entirely determined by their restriction on the first half {1, 2, . . . , ⌊ n 2 ⌋}, and special attention has to be given to the parity of n. Details are left to the reader.
We now move on to the matched cycles C m n , n ≥ 3. First, we give the Walsh index series for cycles C n , n ≥ 3, which is a refinement of the usual cycle index polynomial of C n .
Proposition 9 ([16]) The Walsh index series of n-cycles C n is given by
where φ is the Euler φ-function.
By combining the counting approaches of (42) and (43), we can compute the extended Walsh series for C m n , n ≥ 3, as follows. Notice that we use the homogenous matching polynomials U n (y, z) and T n (y, z) given in Proposition 6. The proof is left to the reader. 
Theorem 5 The extended Walsh series W
for n odd, and
for n even.
It is then possible to obtain the generating function C 
for n odd and
for n even. 
Numerical results
We used Maple IX software to do all the computations. First we give the first terms of the tilde generating function H(x, y) of unlabelled toroidal crowns, by setting Recall that T C = K 5 + M + M * + H. It suffices to add to the above series the terms
corresponding to K 5 , M and M * , to cover all toroidal cores with up to 64 vertices. By setting y = 1, we obtain the numbers t C (n) of unlabelled toroidal cores with n vertices, presented in Table 1.   n  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  t C (n)  1  0  0  2  1  1  0  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  1  2  1  2  2  2  n  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43 Table 1 : The number t C (n) of unlabelled toroidal cores (having n vertices).
To count unlabelled toroidal graphs with no K 3,3 's, it is necessary to know the generating functions for unlabelled strongly planar networks N P and τ -symmetric networks N P,τ . It is still an open problem to give these power series in general. We have enumerated planar networks with up to six (four internal) vertices by hand. The corresponding generating functions are: 
Tables 2 and 3 present the corresponding results for the classes F and T − F of nonplanar 2-connected K 3,3 -free projective-planar and non-projective-planar toroidal graphs. Table 2 gives the number of graphs in F , and Table 3 gives the number of graphs in 8 18  1 11 21  67 12 22  277  8 19  1 11 22  245 12 23 1361  9 19  3 11 23  419 12 24 3274  9 20  5 11 24  396 12 25 4598  9 21  3 11 25  204 12 26 4061  10 20  17 11 26  50 12 27 2295  10 21  39 11 27  7 12 28  823  10 22  44  12 29  195  10 23  24  12 30  21  10 24 3 Table 3 : The number of unlabelled 2-connected K 3,3 -free non-projective-planar toroidal graphs with n vertices and m edges.
see [2] ) who supplied a list of all the 3-connected planar (embedded) graphs and their automorphisms and by using techniques of [16] . Consequently, Tables 2 and 3 have been extended to n = 13 and 16, respectively, and are available from the authors. Further extensions are possible.
Since vertices of degree two are uninteresting for graph embeddability questions, we plan to count the corresponding homeomorphically irreducible graphs in a future work.
Proofs
Our principal goal in this section is to prove Theorems 3 and 4. We also provide proofs of the other results and formulas of Section 3. The proof given by Walsh of his Proposition 2.2 (see [16] ), which implies Theorem 3, is rather sketchy. It is based on a result on the cycle index polynomial of wreath products used by Robinson to prove his composition theorem for graphs (see [11] ). Walsh gives two examples to show how the approach of Robinson can be adapted to prove his proposition.
Here we provide complete and detailed proofs based on the methods of species theory (see for example, [1] , section 4.3). To achieve this, we reformulate the Walsh index series W G and the (tilde) generating function G ∼ (x, y) in terms of labelled enumeration of associated weighted species. Following an idea of Joyal [9] , we introduce the auxiliary weighted species
is defined as the set of graphs in G[U] equipped with an automorphism σ, i.e.
where S[U] is the set of all permutations of U. The relabelling rule of G aut -structures along a bijection β : U− → U ′ is defined as follows:
where β · G is the graph obtained from G by relabelling along β and the composition • is taken from right to left. It is easy to verify that G aut w is a well-defined weighted species, where the weight function w(G, σ) is the cycle index monomial defined by (18). Recall that |G aut [n]| w denotes the total weight of G aut w -structures over the vertex set [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}, i.e.
w(G, σ).
We will also use the weight function w 0 defined as w 0 (G, σ) = y m , where m is the number of edges in G. As the following two propositions show, the Walsh index series W G (a; b; c) and the generating function G(x, y) appear as special cases of the usual exponential generating function of weighted species
with the weight functions w as above, and w = w 0 , respectively.
Proposition 10
Using the exponential generating function of labelled G aut w -structures, we have
Proof. The number of distinct graphs on [n] obtained by relabelling a given graph G with n vertices is given by
. Therefore formula (19) gives:
Proposition 11
Using the exponential generating function of labelled G aut w 0 -structures, we have
Proof. It is easy to see, using Burnside's Lemma (alias Cauchy-Frobenius formula, for example, see [1] ), that
Here the notation Fix
Proof of Proposition 1. The left-hand side of (10) is the mixed exponential generating function that counts labelled graphs in G. After the substitution in the right-hand side of (10), following the proof of Proposition 10, the only surviving permutation is σ = id [n] , and the weight function becomes w(G, σ) = x n y m , where n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges in G. Then we have
To prove (11) , note that
and, using Propositions 10 and 11, we have
A similar approach can be used for the Walsh index series W + N and W − N of a given species of 2-pole networks N . Denote by
where Aut + (N) and Aut − (N) are defined by (20) and (21), respectively. Then, using the weight functions given by (22) 
respectively.
Proof. Notice that for (52) we have Aut + (N) = Aut(N), and, when N ∈ N τ , then for (53) we have |Aut − (N)| = |Aut + (N)|, since given any ϕ ∈ Aut − (N), the application σ → σ • ϕ defines a bijection from Aut + (N) to Aut − (N). Then, by using Definition 2, the proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 10.
Defining the weight function w 0 as w 0 (N, σ) = y m for a network N having m edges, we obtain the following identities. 
Proof. Using the remarks of the proof of Proposition 12, the proof here is analogous to that of Proposition 11.
Proof of Proposition 2. Notice that
where n is the number of internal vertices and m is the number of edges of N. Then the proof is similar to that of Proposition 1, by using Definition 2.
Proof of Proposition 3. In order to prove (28), it is sufficient to establish the combinatorial equality of weighted species
Now, to obtain a 2
w -structure on a set U, we start with a B aut w -structure (B, σ) on U; the operator 2 ∂ ∂b 1 is then interpreted as selecting, orienting and putting aside a cylindrical edge cycle of σ of length 1, e = (u, v), where {u, v} ⊆ U; it is natural to relabel the vertices u and v by 0 and 1, respectively, in the graph B. This is equivalent to first selecting and ordering the two vertices u and v from U and defining σ to be the identity on {u, v}, which yields an a 
which yields (30). Notice that the same species isomorphisms, with the weight w 0 , would give (26) and (27). The proof of (29) and (31) is based on the species isomorphism
which is established in a similar manner.
For a species of graphs G, we introduce the following notation which will be used in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. Given a permutation σ ∈ S n , we denote by n = (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 . . .) the cycle type of σ. Notice that n 1 + 2n 2 + 3n 3 + . . . = n < ∞, which we write simply as n < ∞, and that the number of permutations of a given cycle type n is equal to σ) the number of cylindrical and Möbius edge cycles, respectively, of length i induced by σ. Notice that the k i 's and m i 's are completely determined by the cycle type of the automorphism σ (for example, see [16, 12, 13, 1] ). Therefore we can write k i = k i (G, n) and m i = m i (G, n).
where σ is some fixed permutation of type n. Then we have the following alternate expression for W G (a; b; c):
2 . . .
Example. As an illustration, let us consider the class K n of complete graphs, n ≥ 1. Its Walsh index series is given by (see [12, 13, 16] , and also [1] ).
where the sum is taken over all sequences n = (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 . . .) such that n 1 +2n 2 +3n 3 +. . . = n and where [i, j] denotes the least common multiple and (i, j), the greatest common divisor of i and j. Notice that the substitution a i := a i , b i := 1 + b i , c i := 1 + c i into (60) gives the Walsh index series W Gn for the species of all graphs on n vertices. In other words, we have
where G a denotes the species of all graphs and K, the species of complete graphs. As observed in [16] , this can be seen as an application of Theorem 3 since in fact we have
where N K 2 , denotes the class of trivial networks consisting of either two isolated poles or two poles joined by an edge. Given networks N 1 ∈ N [U] and N 2 ∈ N [V ], a bijection between the underlying sets (of internal vertices) ϕ : U −→ V is a network isomorphism if
is a graph isomorphism, whereN denotes the graph on U ∪{0, 1} associated to the network
is a graph isomorphism, where τ denotes the tranposition (0, 1).
A cylindrical m-wreath of networks is defined as an oriented cycle c m of length m of network isomorphisms
where the networks N i are assumed to have disjoint sets of vertices. Let K m (N ) denote the species of cylindrical m-wreaths of networks. We associate the weights w(c m ) and w 0 (c m ) as follows. Define the graph c m to be the disjoint union of all the graphs N i associated to the networks N i appearing in c m . Also define σ + to be the graph automorphism of c m given by
Then 
We then have, using the plethystic notation (14) ,
Proposition 14 We have the weighted species isomorphisms
and the series equalities
Proof. Given a rooted cylindrical m-wreath of networks c m in K 
m−1 , this correspondence is bijective. Finally we can see that the vertex and edge cycle structure of (N 1 , ϕ 0 ) is the same as that of ( c m , σ + ), except for the fact that all cycle lengths are multiplied by m in ( c m , σ + ), and that the number of edges of N 1 is multiplied by m in c m . This proves the two combinatorial identities of (66). The formulas of (67) then follow by taking generating functions.
We now define a rooted Möbius m-wreath of networks c a m to be a sequence of network isomorphisms N 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorems 3 and 4. It is interesting to note that both results can be proved by the labelled enumeration of weighted (G ↑ N ) aut -structures, with the weights w for Theorem 3 and w 0 for Theorem 4. Proof of Theorem 3. Consider a G ↑ N -structure (G, G 0 ), with a core G 0 in G and components in N , together with an automorphism σ. By definition, σ should preserve the core G 0 and in fact it induces an automorphism σ 0 of G 0 .
We choose to classify these structures according to the cycle type n = (n 1 , n 2 , . . .) of the core automorphism σ 0 . Also, for enumeration purposes it is preferable to consider the (G ↑ N )
aut -structures with a selected rooting ρ of each cycle of σ 0 . Let (G ↑ N ) A crucial fact here is that with such a cycle rooting of σ 0 , each edge cycle of (G 0 , σ 0 ) inherits a canonical rooting, i.e. a selection of one of its edges. Each of these selected edges can also be canonically oriented, for example according to alphabetical order. Then the automorphism σ of G will induce a rooted cylindrical m-wreath of networks in N for each rooted cylindrical edge cycle of length m of σ 0 and a rooted Möbius m-wreath of networks in N for each rooted Möbius edge cycle of length m. Conversely, the data given by (G 0 , σ 0 , ρ) and the associated family of rooted wreaths completely characterizes the 
where k i = k i (G 0 , n) and m i = m i (G 0 , n), and, using the representation (59) of W G and the first equations of (65), (67), (69) and (70), we obtain Proof of Theorem 4. Although Theorem 4 can be immediately deduced from Theorem 3 by the specialization (11), a direct proof can also be given, following that of Theorem 3, with the weight w 0 instead of w. Details are left to the reader.
